
Transformer Portable Gripping Stand
We've long recognized that clubs can be gripped every which way a clubmaker desires and with the tools 
he has. This usually a ma�er of personal preference , level of experience and surrounding se�ngs... 

We've created the "Transformer" portable gripping stand to allow clubmakers of all skill levels to build 
their own "dream" gripping sta�on using our large selec�on of compatible bolt-on gripping vises, tools 
and accessories.

Compatible Components and accessories
▲Universal moun�ng plate adapts to all 
of our 100xxx and 110xxx gripping tools

▲Roll it anywhere stand to where the 
ac�on is. Easily moved out of the way

-Portable and easy to assemble.
-Easy to configure bolt on accessories
-Compa�ble with all our gripping modules.
-Tray, side rack and floor ma� included.
-Measures 100x95x40 cm (39x37x16 .in) 

SK-100011-Z01
Side Tray

110730 
GripDip Solvent Pan

170800
Ratchet vise

110221
Metered Double Spool

231110
Club Rack

110710
Solvent catch pan

110210
Geared Single Spool

SK-S0201-01
Use item 1007XX-U1

170725 
Air Vise

Easy to move

100011

Key Features:



▲For the DIY’er and the clubmaker who likes to keep it simple, 
this module has a robust lateral grip vise, a build-up tape dispens-
er, solvent recycling catch pan  and all the small hand tools 
needed for re-gripping. This gripping vise can also be held in a 
bench vise or bolted onto a workbench.

▲A stand by bare-bone industrial  pneuma�c gripping sta�on 
that can be installed anywhere on a produc�on line quickly to 
speed up assembly. Bolts onto a workbench or our transformer 
stand. 

Micro Gripper
Bench Mount Professional

Pneumatic Micro Gripper
▲This ni�y micro gripper and sha� vise bolts onto the 
transformer stand or a workbench top. The air vise is joy s�ck 
actuated and pressure can be adjusted as needed. The 
an�-burst grip blow out duster assists with grip installa�on and 
removal. 

▲ The Grip-Dip Speed Gripper is found on OEM produc�on 
lines where speed and high yield are essen�al requirements. 
The Club is secured in the vise and the sha� is dipped into the 
solvent tank, before the grip is slipped on dry over the wet 
tape. Works great with brush-on grip adhesives.

Pneumatic Speed Gripper
▲The gripping module for the smaller workshop and the 
serious enthusiast.  Bolts directly onto the transformer stand 
using the provided bench mount bracket and fasteners. 

Anti-burst grip blow-out
duster included

Works Great with
brush- on adhesives!

Transformer Stand Compatible Gripping Modules

Gripping Modules Include all Essential Hand Tools

At Golfmechanix we believe that Club making is and should be a 
hassle free and enjoyable endeavour anyone with basic skills can 
partake in. One of the many reasons, we include all the essen�al 
tools for performing specific club-making tasks. Our way to 
deliver value and let get on with the job straight out the box!

GripDip Speed gripper
Grip 

Installer
Grip Tape 
Remover

 Professional 
Grip Knife
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170125 100620

100650
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HEAVY DUTY INDUSTRIAL

 Gripping Station


